Large Events that Integrate
Strategic Design into Each
Phase of Event Logistics Can
Produce Happier Guests
and Deliver Greater ROI
Your event is complex & features a lot of moving parts:
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The biggest damage comes from the smallest inconsistencies
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With so many moving parts, how can you keep mishaps and missteps from snowballing?
Because everyone always seems to remember the one negative thing from their experience…

The key is to design your events with a consistent design principle across the
following Eight Phases of a Successful Event:
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So How Can You Ensure a Consistently High-Quality Experience Across all Elements of Your Event?

Historically, strategic (meeting) design has been synonymous with event production,
but that is changing. Event production focuses on creating a cohesive look and feel.
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Strategic design refers to how to conduct effective business meetings using an

You cannot
separate strategic
design from
logistics

entirely different set of elements and guiding principles, such as;

Strategic
Design
Logistics

• What type of environmental elements support the meeting’s
goals and objectives?
• How do we create a better learning experience?
• How can we influence an attendee’s emotional state?
• How can we facilitate more engagement?
Source: A Recent study by Meeting Planners International (MPI)
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Linking Design with Logistics - Some simple examples:

An ecosystem
approach
ensures Strategic
Design syncs
with Logistics
through every
event phase.

Planning

Use of space to drive traffic and networking

Registration

How multiple hotels impact check-in design

Event
Planner

Housing

Use of affinity blocks, best use of hospitality for branding & networking

Vendor Management

Design of communications flow, checks & balances, accountabilities

Maritz Travel’s Technology Ecosystem
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What Results Did the Ecosystem Provide One of Our Clients for Their Annual Conference Last Year?
PreEvent

• Completely branded event registration
• Cross-sell and upsell recommendations relative to session attendance or
other attendee actions
• Pre-configured, personalized event emails based on attendee activities

• Increased attendance by 42%

During
Event

• Scanned session attendance
• Personalized emails sent daily with invitation to related sessions and demos
the following day
• Drove cross-sell and upsell opportunities in real-time during the conference

• Increased engagement with sales
• Generated 195,000+ impressions
and 1400+ clicks to event website
info and home page

Post
Event

• Connected rich attendee profiles and ‘interesting moments’ data to fuel
cross-sell and upsell campaigns during and after the event
• Personalized follow-up emails based on attendees actual event activity with
specific call to action

• Improved pipeline movement
by 40%
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An individualized
attendee
experience is the
single greatest
indicator
of satisfaction &
future event
growth.

Actual Client Success
99%
93%

96%

2015
2014

95%
Overall
Satisfaction

New Design Imperatives
• Deliver more meaningful experiences
• Develop brand advocates
• Increase the motivational pull for
repeat attendance
• Heighten engagement

92%
86%
Worth
Investment

Good Use
of My Time

Design delivers Improved Outcomes
With purpose driven design this company
experienced significant increases in their
three Key performance indicators (KPIs)

“Meeting professionals are being tasked with delivering more personalized experiences, enhancing
the value of face-to-face events which contribute to the achievement of strategic objectives.”
- MPI White Paper: From the Outside In: The Future of Meetings

